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(57) ABSTRACT 

An advertisement selection and delivery system for selecting 
advertisements based on pro?le information and rendering 
the advertisements as accessible to a user operating a 
network-capable appliance connected to a data-packet-net 
work is provided. The system comprises, a ?rst server node 
connected to the network, the ?rst server node functioning 
as a user access point on the network, a mass storage 

repository accessible to the ?rst server node, the repository 
for storing and serving user pro?le data, a second server 
node connected to the network, the second server node for 
generating user preference data, at least one advertisement 
server connected to the network, the advertisement server 
for serving advertisement data, a software application for 
generating user preference lists and performing advertise 
ment selection and at least one network-capable appliance 
connected to the network the network-capable appliance for 
receiving the advertisement data. A user operating the net 
work-capable appliance accesses the ?rst server node and 
receives the advertisement data, the advertisement data 
selected for service by matching the user preference data to 
stored advertisements and rendered accessible to the user 
during the time of user access to the system from the 
network-capable appliance. 
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TARGET INFORMATION GENERATION AND AD 
SERVER 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
DOCUMENTS 

[0001] The present invention is a continuation-in-part 
(CIP) to patent application Ser. No. 09/654,320 entitled 
“Method and Apparatus for Multifaceted Pro?ling of Indi 
vidual Cobrand Users” ?led on Sep. 1, 2000, disclosure of 
Which is incorporated herein in its entirety herein by refer 
ence. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] The present invention is in the ?eld of Intemet 
based services and applications, and pertains more particu 
larly to methods for generating a concise data package 
containing target information about a user for the purpose of 
directing ad generation to an interface employed by the user. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] The information netWork knoWn as the World 
Wide-Web (WWW), Which is a subset of the Well-knoWn 
Internet, is arguably the most complete source of publicly 
accessible information available. Anyone With a suitable 
Internet appliance such as a personal computer With a 
standard Internet connection may access (go on-line) and 
navigate to information pages (termed Web pages) stored on 
Internet-connected servers for the purpose of gathering 
information and initiating transactions With hosts of such 
servers and pages. 

[0004] Often times, in order to improve the quality of 
services offered by a particular Website, it is important to 
understand user activity in relationship to that site. This is to 
say that While a user is navigating through a Website, 
obtaining a dynamic pro?le of the user’s habits, activities 
and personal information Would prove bene?cial to the 
overall improvement of a service providing or commercial 
Website. In addition to utiliZing user pro?les for Website 
service-enhancement purposes, companies routinely pay for 
such information in order to better target users for advertis 
ing and marketing purposes. 

[0005] In a cobrand relationship knoWn to the inventor, 
cobrand partners contract With a service-providing entity in 
order to provide Internet services offered by the entity. The 
cobranded services are made available to subscribers of the 
cobrand partners through dedicated servers maintained by 
the service-providing entity. Users Who subscribe to such 
services typically have at least some personal pro?le infor 
mation knoWn to the cobrand partners through their normal 
subscription and interaction activities. In addition, a service 
providing entity may track certain information about users 
Who are accessing and interacting With cobranded services 
maintained by the service-providing entity. For example, 
information such as types of products purchased, types of 
Web pages accessed at service sites, frequency of buying, 
time spent at sites, and so on, may be tracked and stored in 
a secure database by the service-providing entity. This is 
made possible by the fact that the service-providing entity 
maintains and provides the services and the equipment 
through Which the services are made available. 

[0006] There are a variety of knoWn methods for obtaining 
information about individual users Who visit Websites 
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online. Some commonly knoWn methods are sending and 
retrieving interactive cookies, conducting on-line surveys, 
parsing completed online forms, recording purchase histo 
ries, and many other techniques. A typical user pro?le 
automatically compiled by a Web company is limited to 
information that can be obtained from the user While at one 

of the company-sponsored sites, or through interacting With 
the user during registration processes. As such, the pro?le is 
not complete or Well rounded and tends to re?ect content 
related to the nature of business conducted by the Web 
company. For example, a purchase history compiled by a 
Web-based clothing retailer is limited to the subject of 
clothing. In order to obtain a Well-rounded pro?le of an 
individual that covers a variety of topics, information must 
be bought, sold, or traded betWeen Web companies doing 
business on the Internet. It is knoWn in the art that there are 
many companies in existence that specialiZe in information 
brokering. In the case of cobranding, Where the service 
providing entity provides proxy navigation and data sum 
mary services for users, data about a user’s activity related 
to interaction With cobrand services includes data related to 
a plurality of disparate Web-sites, Which are involved in 
some aspect of the cobrand services. It has occurred to the 
inventor that much information may be automatically 
obtained about users from user interaction and proxy inter 
action With many Web sites Without being required to obtain 
the data through purchase or trade With companies hosting 
Web-sites involved in cobranded services. 

[0007] A system knoWn to the inventor and taught in the 
related document listed in the cross-reference enables auto 
mated collection of data about a user through monitoring 
user interaction on the netWork. The data-collection system 
includes a proxy server connected to the data-packet-net 
Work for providing proxy services and for monitoring user 
access and interaction With those services, a dedicated server 
interface connected to the netWork for providing user access 
to the proxy services, and a softWare application ruling on 
the proxy server for collecting and storing data obtained as 
a result of active user-interaction With the proxy services. In 
preferred embodiments of the invention, the data is collected 
in an automated fashion and is used for the construction of 
multifaceted user pro?les, Which may be periodically 
updated in an automated fashion as a result of continued user 
interaction With provided proxy services through the dedi 
cated server interface. 

[0008] The system also incorporates manual techniques 
used in data collection and integrates results obtained manu 
ally With those obtained in an automated fashion to compile 
detailed pro?les of individual users. One of the uses of a 
complete and detailed pro?le on a user is to incorporate the 
compiled information for use in advertising as is generally 
knoWn in the art. HoWever, in an automated netWork envi 
ronment ads must be delivered into user-operated interfaces 
as accessed Web pages are loaded. In current art, ads 
delivered according to pro?ling, either text or graphic, are 
more or less static in that they do not change in content to 
the extent that a user may change in personal habits, 
preferences, or other pro?led attributes. These ads are 
decided on based on an overall picture of a user or a group 

of users. Therefore, they are not really as ?exible or target 
oriented as might be desired by both users and advertising 
companies. 
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[0009] It has occurred to the inventors that through further 
innovation and re?nement, an automated pro?ling system 
may be adapted to de?ne a user’s pro?le in such a way as to 
incorporate slight changes in content, categories, and pref 
erences as they are discovered. However, in order to cause 
ads to be delivered such that they incorporate evolving 
changes, a system must be developed to communicate the 
mean of those changes in a way that may be utiliZed on the 
?y as Web pages delivered into a user interface are loaded. 

[0010] What is clearly needed is a system for packaging 
and communicating pro?le data to ad sources such that 
dynamic ads may be selected and delivered based on mean 
changes in the pro?le data. Such a system would provide a 
much greater degree of compliance of delivered ads to a 
user’s preferences and status states enabling a greater hit rate 
and a greater pro?t margin for ad companies. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0011] In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, 
an advertisement selection and delivery system for selecting 
advertisements based on pro?le information and rendering 
the advertisements as accessible to a user operating a 

network-capable appliance connected to a data-packet-net 
work is provided. The system comprises, a ?rst server node 
connected to the network, the ?rst server node functioning 
as a user access point on the network, a mass storage 
repository accessible to the ?rst server node, the repository 
for storing and serving user pro?le data, a second server 
node connected to the network, the second server node for 
generating user preference data, at least one advertisement 
server connected to the network, the advertisement server 
for serving advertisement data, a software application for 
generating user preference lists and performing advertise 
ment selection, and at least one network-capable appliance 
connected to the network the network-capable appliance for 
receiving the advertisement data. 

[0012] In a preferred use, a user operating the network 
capable appliance accesses the ?rst server node and receives 
the advertisement data, the advertisement data selected for 
service by matching the user preference data to stored 
advertisements, which are rendered accessible to the user 
during the time of user access to the system from the 
network-capable appliance. 

[0013] In a preferred embodiment, the system is imple 
mented on the Internet network. In addition to being con 
nected to the Internet, the ?rst server node and the second 
server node are, in one embodiment, connected to each other 
by a separate dedicated network. The software application 
is, in one implementation, distributed in part on the second 
server node and in part on the at least one advertisement 
server. In this aspect, the part of the software application 
executing on a second server node directs generation of user 
preference lists and the part of the software application 
executing on the at least one advertisement server performs 
the advertisement selection according to a user preference 
list obtained from the second server. 

[0014] In another aspect, the software application resides 
in whole and executes on the second server node and 
advertisement selection is performed by the second server 
node using advertisements delivered thereto from the at least 
one advertisement server. In this aspect, the second server 
node also serves the selected advertisements, functioning as 
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an ad broker. Also in some aspects, the ?rst server node is 
a cobranded server node servicing clients of a cobrand 
partner of the entity hosting the system. In this aspect, the 
advertisements may include e-mail messages or instant 
messages. However, in preferred aspects, the advertisements 
served are banner and text advertisements. 

[0015] In one aspect, the network-capable appliance 
accesses the system through a wireless network. In another 
aspect of the system, the preference lists are generated using 
a knowledge base data system. In still another aspect, the 
preference lists are used as search criteria in conjunction 
with a search engine. 

[0016] In another aspect of the present invention, a pref 
erence-data generation server for generating preference data 
using data mined from user pro?le data is provided. The 
server comprises, a data port for receiving user pro?le data, 
a data port for accessing a knowledge database and a 
software application for mining the user pro?le data and for 
generating preference summaries by equating the mined 
pro?le data to pre-established preference categories listed in 
the knowledge database. In all aspects, the preference sum 
maries are generated in the form of categoriZed and priori 
tiZed data lists. 

[0017] In one embodiment, the preference-data generation 
server further comprises, a data port for receiving pre 
con?gured advertisement data, a data port for serving adver 
tisement data and a software application for matching the 
advertisement data to individual ones of generated data lists 
and for selecting the advertisement data most closely match 
ing the generated data lists for service. In a preferred aspect, 
the matching advertisement data is served to a network 
access point established on a data-packet-network, which, in 
preferred instances, is the Internet network. The preference 
data generation server, in one aspect, further comprises a 
data port for serving the prioritized data lists. In this aspect, 
the prioritized data lists are served to at least one advertise 
ment server operating on a data-packet-network, which is 
the Internet network. Also in this aspect, the process of 
selecting advertisements is performed by the at least one 
advertisement server. 

[0018] In another aspect of the present invention, a 
method for dynamically serving advertisement data based on 
user pro?le information to a user interface maintained on a 

data-packet-network is provided. The method comprises the 
steps of, (a) compiling and storing the user pro?le informa 
tion on an ongoing basis, (b) accessing the user pro?le 
information in order to mine the information, (c) mining the 
accessed user pro?le information for preference data, (d) 
formulating the preference data into a concise summary-data 
list, (e) selecting pre-con?gured advertisements from a data 
base containing stored advertisements, the selection accom 
plished by matching the advertisements to data contained in 
the summary-data list and (f) serving the selected advertise 
ments to the user interface. 

[0019] In a preferred embodiment, the method is practiced 
on the Internet network. In a preferred aspect of the method 
in step (a), compilation of user pro?le information is accom 
plished by recording user activity on the network. In another 
aspect, in step (a), compilation of user pro?le information is 
augmented through manual data procurement methods. In a 
preferred aspect of the method, steps (b)-(f) are performed 
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as a sequence launched as a result of the pro?led user 
connecting to and accessing the user interface using a 
netWork-capable appliance. 

[0020] Further to the above, in step (c), data mining is 
accomplished through a parsing method. Also, in step (c), 
the preference data is, in preferred embodiments, catego 
riZed and prioritized according to pre-con?gured preference 
categories related to types of advertisements. In one aspect 
of the method, in step (d), the summary-data list is of the 
form that can be propagated through the netWork. In this 
aspect, in step (d), the summary-data list is sent to an 
advertisement server Wherein the advertisement server per 

forms steps (e) and (f). In still another aspect, steps (c)-(f) 
are accomplished by a single server node connected to the 
network. In one aspect of the method in step (e), the 
advertisements are generated to ?t the summary-data list and 
are of the form of instant messages advertisements. In 
another aspect, in step (e), the advertisements are generated 
to ?t the summary-data list and are in the form of emailed 
advertisements. 

[0021] NoW, for the ?rst time, a system for packaging and 
communicating pro?le data to ad sources such that dynamic 
ads may be selected and delivered based on mean changes 
in the pro?le data is provided. Such a system provides a 
much greater degree of compliance of delivered ads to a 
user’ s preferences and status states enabling a greater hit rate 
and a greater pro?t margin for ad companies. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 
FIGURES 

[0022] FIG. 1 is an overvieW of a communication netWork 
Wherein cobrand user-pro?ling is practiced according to an 
embodiment of the present invention. 

[0023] FIG. 2 is a block-diagram illustrating various data 
categories and data-gathering methods used to create a 
multifaceted user-pro?le according to an embodiment of the 
present invention. 

[0024] FIG. 3 is an overvieW of a communication netWork 
Wherein target advertisement based on evolutionary pro?l 
ing is practiced according to an embodiment of the present 
invention. 

[0025] FIG. 4 is a process-?oW diagram illustrating vari 
ous steps for pro?ling and ad serving based on received 
pro?le information according to an embodiment of the 
present invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0026] FIG. 1 is an overvieW of a communication netWork 
9 Wherein cobrand-user pro?ling is practiced according to an 
embodiment of the present invention. Communication net 
Work 9 contains all of the equipment and netWork connec 
tions required in order to establish a functional netWork 
communication capability. 

[0027] In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, 
communication netWork 9 is implemented on the Internet 
network, Which is represented herein by an Internet back 
bone 11. Internet backbone 11 represents all of the lines, 
connection points, and equipment that make up the Internet 
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netWork as a Whole. Therefore, there is no geographic limit 
to the practice of the present invention. 

[0028] Aplurality of cobrand servers (CBS) 23, 25, and 27 
are illustrated, in this example, as connected to Internet 
backbone 11. CBS 23-27 are adapted as Internet ?le servers 
dedicated to users of cobrand services provided by a service 
providing company, Which also maintains the servers. A 
main server 15, also illustrated as connected to Internet 
backbone 11, is adapted as a data-aggregation and distribu 
tion source and is hosted by the same service provider 
hosting servers 23-27. Cobrand servers 23-27 are dedicated 
to cobrand partners and their subscribers Whom have elected 
to access services offered by the service provider, Which 
hosts server 15. 

[0029] In addition to data-aggregation and distribution 
services (cobrand service) server 15 also functions, in this 
example, as an activity-tracking server tracking on-line 
activity of cobrand users. Companies providing cobrand 
services to their subscriber-ship typically specialiZe in pro 
viding search capabilities and limited portal services. The 
companies hosting CBS 23-27 may be termed cobrand 
partners of the described service-providing company. The 
nature of services provided by CBS 23-27 Will depend on the 
nature of agreements forged betWeen various cobrand part 
ners and the service-providing entity. For example, some of 
CBS 23-27 may alloW users to obtain e-mail from various 
e-mail servers. LikeWise, each of CBS 23-27 may provide 
varying functionalities generally related to data collection, 
aggregation and summary services. It is su?icient to say that 
subscribers to cobranded services interface With CBS 23-27 
in order to receive such services. 

[0030] A plurality of content servers (CS) 19 and 21 are 
adapted as Internet data servers hosted by companies con 
tracted to provide speci?c content to the service-providing 
entity, Which makes the content available through CBS 
23-27. Servers 19 and 21 are illustrated herein as connected 
to Internet backbone 11. 

[0031] CS 19 and 21 are dedicated to providing speci?c 
Web content such as Weather information, stock quotes, 
?nancial neWs, entertainment neWs, and so on. There are 
many possibilities as to the nature of the content provided by 
servers 19 and 21. In some cases content provided by servers 
19 and 21 may be inaccessible Without subscription or 
membership. It is noted herein that CS 19 and 21 are not, in 
this example, hosted by the entity hosting main server 15 
and cobrand servers 23-27 rather, they are hosted by com 
panies contracting With the service-providing entity of this 
example and provide content according to contract stipula 
tion. 

[0032] A plurality of Free (FS) content servers 29 and 31 
are illustrated herein as connected to Internet backbone 11. 
FS 29 and 31, located to the right of CBS 23-27, in this 
example, and are also adapted as Internet data servers, but in 
this case are not providing content to CBS 23-27. FS 29-31 
are not in any Way associated With the entity hosting main 
server 15, hoWever, in some cases may be accessed through 
main server 15 by proxy such that accessed content may also 
be tracked by main server 15. Like CS 19-21, there are many 
possibilities as to the nature of content provided by FS 
29-31, the term “free” is used in this example to convey that 
the services and/or content provided Within FS 29-31 is 
available to anyone Who accesses it. 
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[0033] It Will be apparent to one With skill in the art that 
there may be many more CBS, CS, and FS illustrated in this 
example Without departing from the spirit and scope of the 
present invention. The inventor illustrates only a feW of each 
class of server in this example and deems the illustration 
su?icient for explanation of the present invention. It is 
repeated here that CBS 23-27 are cobrand servers main 
tained by a service-providing entity also hosting main server 
15. CS 19-21 are content servers hosted by companies 
contracting With the described service-providing entity to 
make their content available to CBS 23-27. FS 29-31 are 
free servers not af?liated in any Way With the service 
providing entity. 
[0034] A plurality of cobrand subscribers/users 17 (Within 
dotted rectangle) is illustrated as having Internet connection 
to Internet backbone 11. Internet connection in this example 
includes all of the knoWn methods for accessing the Internet 
network. An intemet-service-provider (ISP) is not detailed 
in this example, but may be assumed to be present in a 
scenario Where users 17 are accessing Internet 11 through 
normal dial-up modern technology, Which is most common. 
Other methods include Wireless modem connection, cable 
modem connection, and so on. 

[0035] In this example, users 17 are illustrated as operat 
ing personal computers (PC) to access Internet 11. In actual 
practice, any Intemet-capable appliance may be used to 
practice the present invention as long as it has netWork 
broWsing and display capabilities. Each user 17 may freely 
navigate to and interact With CBS 23-27, FS 29-30, or CS 
19-21. HoWever, When users are accessing cobrand services 
from one of CBS 23-27, at least part of the service enables 
them to have data obtained from any of CS 19-21 or FS 
29-31. For example, if a user 17 is logged into CBS 27 to 
receive cobrand services, speci?c data requested by the user 
such as Weather or ?nancial neWs Would be obtained by 
proxy from CS 19-21 because of contract stipulation. If data 
is requested from any of FS 29-31, then the requesting user 
must provide information such as a URL address and type of 
data required to enable proxy data collection and presenta 
tion because there is no af?liation betWeen FS 29-31 and 
CBS 27. 

[0036] Main server 15, as previously described, can log 
the activities of each of users 17 When they are interacting 
With CBS 23-27. Furthermore, server 15 has the ability to 
record activity information related to ally proxy data request 
involving any other servers navigated to on behalf of users 
17. As a result, much data speci?c to a user’s activity may 
be obtained Without giving notice to or requesting data from 
companies hosting servers 19-21 or servers 29-31. 

[0037] An instance of softWare (SW) is provided to 
execute on main server 15. SW at server 15 is adapted to 
record any user-activity data routed through server 15. 
Therefore, data obtained through cobrand services offered 
by CB 23-27 may be logged and identi?ed to particular 
users, and mined for data to include as pro?le data. Server 
15 may record types of content requested, description and 
class of items purchased, nature and description of Web-sites 
targeted for data requests, frequency of same type requests, 
lists containing URLs and descriptions of user-registered 
Web sites, and so on. Data about a cobrand user’s on-line 
activity and behavior is compiled and organiZed Within 
server 15 and then stored as a part of that user’s multifaceted 
pro?le. 
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[0038] Other information about users may be obtained 
from companies hosting CBS 23-27. Such information may 
include personal information related to subscription and 
registration to receive cobrand services, information 
obtained through registration and interaction With a cobrand 
partners regular services routinely accessed by cobrand 
users, and so on. In this Way, much of a multifaceted pro?le 
can be automatically generated and stored for cobrand users 
17. If a user is a frequent cobrand user and is particularly 
proli?c With on-line activity, then many facets about that 
user’s activity and behavior may be learned and recorded. 
Pro?ling a user in this manner greatly reduces the need for 
trading or purchasing partial pro?les compiled by a plurality 
of un-related sources. HoWever, a multifaceted pro?le may, 
of course be enhanced by supplementing the pro?le With 
purchased or traded data originating from out-side sources. 

[0039] Signi?cant market advantages exist for an entity 
that can obtain a multifaceted pro?le on each of its clients. 
For example, many user pro?les may be mined for more 
speci?c data, Which may be generated into list-reports 
detailing preferences and activity traits of many users. Such 
lists may be created and tailored for advertisement compa 
nies or other service providers Willing to pay for the infor 
mation. Thresholds and special rules may also be imple 
mented during pro?le con?guration and maintenance such 
that pro?le information may be automatically updated over 
prolonged user patronage of cobrand services. 

[0040] FIG. 2 is a block-diagram illustrating various data 
categories and data gathering methods used to create a 
multifaceted user-pro?le according to an embodiment of the 
present invention. In this example, there are three basic 
categories of data used to create a dynamic multifaceted 
pro?le. These categories are illustrated in this example, by 
element number 37 (demographic info), element number 39 
(account info), and element number 41 (on-line behavior). 
Element number 43 represents various data-gathering meth 
ods, Which may be used to obtain data described in the data 
categories mentioned above. 

[0041] Every cobrand user is supplied With a cobrand 
identi?cation (ID) and a member ID. In this Way, data 
obtained and Warehoused from internal or external sources 
is easily identi?able to a particular user. Pro?les may be 
automatically assembled using this Warehoused data accord 
ing to enterprise rules. It is important to note herein that each 
data category 37, 39, and 41 may be populated using 
automatic data-gathering methods (element 43) such as data 
capture during interactive sessions. Data capture, as is used 
in this speci?cation, means recording any and all data about 
a user during an on-line session, Which includes any proxy 
services. Of course, some data may be supplied by purchas 
ing from the outside, trading, or sharing With partners. These 
additional options are included under data-gathering meth 
ods 43. For the most part hoWever, automated data capture 
should be su?icient for supplying a viable multifaceted 
pro?le in most cases. This is especially true if a user is 
proli?c in his or her patronage of cobranded services. 

[0042] Referring noW to demographic info 37, there is 
illustrated a plurality of subcategories, Which Will be dis 
cussed from top to bottom. Income level is one important 
subcategory of demographic information. By knoWing a 
user’s income level, advertisements for travel, ?nancial 
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services, and consumables may be more properly tailored for 
the individual. Location information may also be used to 
enhance local advertising. 

[0043] Family relationships are important for understand 
ing lifestyle characteristics, identifying future consumers, 
and so on. Gender, age, and income levels of family mem 
bers may also be important in creating a multifaceted pro?le. 
Hobbies and other preferences may also be included in data 
gathered for demographic information. Such data also con 
tributes to understanding lifestyle characteristics and iden 
tifying products and services that may ?t a user. 

[0044] Demographic information may be obtained 
through recording on-line purchase events, registration 
events, and from general population of on-line forms. There 
fore, most demographic information may be obtained 
through automated data-capturing techniques. In some 
cases, companies contracting for cobrand service-enhance 
ment With a service-providing entity may simply forWard or 
share some demographic information. Such an arrangement 
may be, in some embodiments, required as part of contract 
negotiation. In other cases, especially if certain users are not 
proli?c in on-line activity, demographic information may be 
purchased from the outside or obtained through trade With 
outside organizations, Therefore, information that cannot be 
obtained through data capture may be obtained through 
other methods in order to supplement any relatively Weak 
pro?les. 

[0045] Account information 39 is illustrated herein as 
divided into 4 basic subcategories. These subcategories are 
listed from top to bottom as entertainment, business, ?nan 
cial, and investment. Each category may be further divided 
into more subcategories has deemed appropriate. Account 
information represents data obtained from on-line accounts 
belonging to a particular user. Auser may subscribe to many 
of these accounts and may add them to cobrand service sites 
for the purpose of being able to access information from 
such accounts Without physically navigating to them. As 
proxy services are performed on behalf of a user concerning 
a user’s registered accounts, data used in accessing the 
accounts and data returned as a result of task performance is 
collected and incorporated as pro?le data. 

[0046] As data is automatically compiled about a user over 
time, the user’s pro?le becomes more and more valuable and 
accurate. After a period of time, the service-providing entity 
maintaining the cobrand services and the user’s pro?le may 
generate automated reports detailing certain aspects of the 
user’s pro?le for selective distribution to paying clients. 
Secure information such as credit card numbers, Social 
Security numbers, personal identi?cation numbers, pass 
Words, and the like remain in a state of data encryption, or 
otherWise deleted from data reports containing pro?le infor 
mation. 

[0047] On-line behavior is compiled using user-activity 
and server-activity data. Such raW data is collected and 
analyZed in order to compile an on-line behavior pro?le. 
Subcategories of user activity that may constitute on-line 
behavior illustrated Within block 41 are listed and discussed 
from top to bottom. 

[0048] Identi?cation of Web sites visited either directly or 
through proxy services maybe automatically captured. 
Types of products purchased from those sites may also be 
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automatically captured as Well as frequency parameters 
associated With purchases illustrated herein as a subcategory 
of products purchased. Frequency of purchases may simply 
mean hoW often a purchase is made over a number of visited 
sites. The frequency of purchases may also mean the fre 
quency of purchase of one particular product. 

[0049] Time accessing cobrand services may also be 
included and incorporated in forming an on-line behavior 
pro?le. Parameters surrounding banner-ad or sponsor click 
ing may be incorporated in order to determine certain 
preferences. Finally, on-line histories may be created and 
maintained on virtually any category or subcategory asso 
ciated With blocks 39 and 41. 

[0050] In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, 
most if not all of the data compiled about a user is collected 
using automated data capturing techniques implemented 
during the normal course of the user accessing cobrand 
services. The very nature of such services enables many of 
these data capturing techniques to be utiliZed. 

[0051] It Will be apparent to one With skill in the art, that 
there may be more categories and subcategories included in 
this example Without departing from the spirit and scope of 
the present invention. The inventor has outlined basic cat 
egories and basic subcategories and deems them suf?cient 
for illustrative purposes. Therefore, the inclusion of such 
subcategories and categories in this example should not be 
construed as a limitation in any Way. 

[0052] It Will also be apparent to one With skill in the art, 
that the unique cobrand architecture implemented betWeen 
the service-providing entity of FIG. 1 represented by a 
server 15 and the plurality of cobrand partners utiliZing CBS 
23-27, Which are maintained by the same entity, enables 
multifaceted pro?ling of users to be accomplished in auto 
mated fashion. Therefore, much manual labor and research 
is eliminated from the data pro?ling process. 

Target Information Generation and Ad-Serving 

[0053] FIG. 3 is an overvieW of a communication netWork 
45 Wherein target advertisement based on evolutionary 
pro?ling is practiced according to an embodiment of the 
present invention. Communication netWork 45 includes a 
sub-netWork 49, Which in this example is the Well-knoWn 
Internet netWork and Will hereinafter be referred to as 
Internet 45. Internet 45 is the preferred medium used to 
interconnect various other components, Which cooperate and 
communicate With each other through Internet 45 for the 
purpose of accomplishing the goal of the present invention, 
Which is to provide a high level of ad compliance to user 
pro?led states. 

[0054] In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, 
Internet 49, represented herein as a cloud, has a service 
provider 50 illustrated therein and adapted to provide a 
unique service that bene?ts users of the service, Which 
includes users and advertisers. Service provider 50 com 
prises a ?le server 51 illustrated as connected to an Internet 
backbone 47. Internet backbone 47 represents all lines, 
connection points and equipment making up the Internet 
netWork as a Whole. Therefore, there is no geographic 
limitation the practice of the present invention. File server 
51 is adapted as a portal server is so labeled. Server 51 
represents the main user interface of service provider 50. A 
mass storage repository 53 is illustrated Within the domain 
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of service provider 50 and connected to server 51 by virtue 
of a direct data link. Repository 53 is adapted to hold user 
pro?le information as so labeled. User pro?les stored in 
repository 53 are generated in part at server 51 by recording 
user activity at the server. 

[0055] A ?le server 55 is illustrated Within the domain of 
service provider 50 and is connected to backbone 47. Server 
55 is adapted in part as a target ad server as so labeled, and 
in part as an in information generation server. A mass storage 
repository 57 is illustrated Within the domain of service 
provider 50 and connected to server 55 by a high-speed data 
link. Repository 57 is adapted to store preference categories 
as so labeled. The term preference categories is de?ned in 
this speci?cation as categories of user preferences mined 
from the user pro?les held in repository 53. 

[0056] Servers 51 and 55 are interconnected, in this 
example, by a separate high-speed data netWork 52. HoW 
ever, such connection is not required in order to practice the 
present invention as servers 51 and 55 may communicate 
With each other over Internet backbone 47. Mass reposito 
ries 53 and 57 are illustrated in this example as external 
repositories. HoWever, in other embodiments, they may be 
internal repositories Within their respective servers. Also in 
other embodiments, one repository may be used as long as 
it is accessible to both servers 51 and 55. 

[0057] Aplurality of ad partners 62 is illustrated Within the 
domain of Internet netWork 49 and adapted via softWare and 
equipment to serve advertisements to target interfaces over 
Internet backbone 47 and through any sub-netWorks repre 
sented by backbone 47. Ad partners 62 cooperate With 
service provider 50 in order to provide dynamic target 
advertising to both Wireless device users illustrated herein 
by a dotted rectangle 65, and connected PC users repre 
sented herein by a dotted rectangle labeled 63. 

[0058] In this example, there are tWo ad servers illustrated 
Within the domain of ad partners 62. These are server 59 and 
server 61. Servers 59 and 61 are both connected to Internet 
backbone 47. It is important to note herein that servers and 
59 and 61 are adapted to serve advertisements and may be 
hosted by separate ad companies making up ad partners 62. 
It Will be apparent to one With skill in the art that there may 
be many more ad servers represented in this example 
Without departing from the spirit and scope of the present 
invention. The inventor illustrates only tWo ad servers in this 
example and deems the illustration suf?cient for explanation 
of the present invention. 

[0059] Wireless device users 65 represents users Who 
connect to Internet backbone 47 through Internet-capable 
appliances such as handheld computers and cellular tele 
phones represented herein as icons illustrated Within the 
domain of users 65. PC users 63 represents users Who 
connect to backbone 47 via a Wired connection method such 
as the Well-knoWn dial-up/modem method. Sub-netWorks 
such as the Well-knoWn public-sWitched-telephony-netWork 
(PSTN) and cellular netWorks are not illustrated in this 
example but may be assumed to be present in represented in 
general by backbone 47, Which includes connected sub 
netWorks. Similarly, Intemet-service-providers (ISPs) and 
netWork gateWays adapted to bridge Wireless netWorks With 
Internet 49 are not illustrated but may be assumed to be 
present. 
[0060] In this example, it is assumed that users 65 and 
users 63 login to Internet backbone 47 and access portal 
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server 51 to receive various data-aggregation and summaries 
services knoWn to the inventor. As such, user pro?les 
represented in mass repository 53 are pro?les compiled from 
demographic information and activity information obtained 
from users 65 and 63 on an ongoing basis. Such user pro?les 
may be assumed to be the multifaceted pro?les described 
With reference to US. patent application Ser. No. 09/654, 
320 listed in the cross-reference section of this speci?cation. 
A goal of the present invention is to summarize and package 
user pro?les contained in repository 53 into manageable data 
lists containing preference categories illustrated in reposi 
tory 57. This is accomplished by a softWare (SW) applica 
tion 56 provided to execute, in this example, on server 55. 

[0061] Multifaceted pro?ling of users may include many 
user aspects including but not limited to data related to 
queries initiated; types of data collected from various data 
requests; the nature and description of Web-sites accessed; 
and access of frequently asked questions (FAQs) pertaining 
to a user’s particular interests. Information concerning the 
data and/or product providers’ response, behavior, on-line 
senescence, and other characteristic data of providers and 
services is learned and recorded by the pro?ling softWare. A 
user’s multifaceted pro?le constantly evolves by virtue of 
learning neW information about a user as pro?ling softWare 
continually tracks and updates recording neW facets of user 
activity and online behavior. 

[0062] SW 56 is adapted to access the multifaceted user 
pro?les contained in mass repository 53 by virtue of high 
speed data netWork 52 and is adapted to generate concise 
data lists of categorized, and in some cases, prioritized 
user-preference categories. The preference lists are gener 
ated to be small enough to easily be propagated through 
Internet backbone 47. In one embodiment, SW 56 uses 
knoWledge-based and data parsing techniques in order to 
summarize a multifaceted pro?le into a categorized and 
prioritized list of preferences for advertising purposes. 

[0063] A softWare (SW) application 60 is provided to 
execute on ad servers hosted by entities making up ad 
partners 62. In this example, an instance of SW 60 resides 
on server 59 and an instance of SW 60 resides on server 61. 

SW 60 is, in a preferred embodiment, adapted to search for 
and deliver ads based on summary lists of categorized 
preferences delivered to respective host ?le servers 59 and 
61 from server 55, Which in this example, functions as an ad 
broker. Ads delivered to server 55 from servers 59 and 61 are 
selected according to the appropriate theme or themes 
de?ned in the categorized preference lists used to invoke the 
ad delivery. 

[0064] The ads received at ?le server 55 are rerouted 
through portal server 51 into appropriate Web interfaces 
accessed there from by users 65 and 63 using their respective 
appliances. This unique ad service is dynamic in nature 
meaning that a neW, summarized preference list is generated 
each time one of users 65 or 63 logs into a personalized Web 
page served by server 51. The generated preference list is, of 
course, derived from that user’ s multi-faceted pro?le held in 
repository 53. During the time required to doWnload a 
personalized page from server 51, the preference list is 
propagated to one or both of servers 59 and 61 Where it is 
used as the criteria for selecting appropriate ads for routing 
into the personalized page. As a user’s multifaceted pro?le 
evolves, so to does an associated preference list. 
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[0065] In another embodiment, server 55 may be adapted 
to function as a target information generation server, but not 
as an ad broker. In this case, ads delivered from server 59 
and 61 Would be propagated directly into server 51 during 
the appropriate time of Web-page service to a requesting 
user. HoWever, in this embodiment preference lists are 
generated and sent to ad servers 59 and 61 at the beginning 
of page access by users. 

[0066] Internet 49 is, in this example, the preferred data 
medium that hosts the data-aggregation and distribution 
system that is used to convey the preferred ad data to users 
via cable/modem, dial-up/modem, or satellite/modem trans 
mission capabilities. In the embodiment depicted herein, the 
distribution of ad data may be made to any of users 65 
employing Wireless appliances such as the ones illustrated 
Within the domain of box 65, or to neW devices being made 
available or in development at the time of this Writing. 
Likewise, ad distribution may be accomplished via Internet 
47 or the Internet and cable/modem netWorks to users of 
personal computers, Web TVs, computerized Workstations, 
and other computer embodiments having netWork broWsing 
and display capabilities. All that is required to practice the 
invention is a user have an appliance capable of accessing 
backbone 47 and server 51 through any one of a variety of 
knoWn Intemet-access methods, 

[0067] In one embodiment of the present invention, users 
65 and 63 may access the unique, dynamic ad service by 
connecting to any one of a plurality of cobranded-interface 
servers represented in FIG. 1 of Ser. No. 09/654,320 as 
cobrand servers (CBS) 23-27. It is noted herein, that 
cobranded servers may be utilized in conjunction With a 
main portal server (51) as user interfaces to Which ads may 
be delivered. 

[0068] In one embodiment of the present invention SW 56 
executing on server 55 Within the domain of service provider 
50 has the capability of generating categorized preference 
lists and the capability of polling ad sources (servers 59 and 
61) for appropriate ads. This may be accomplished through 
an established prioritization scheme developed by service 
provider 50 and ad partners 62. In this case, ads delivered 
into a particular interface may be sourced from more than 
one server. The exact prioritization scheme Will depend on 
the nature of agreements forged. In this embodiment, pref 
erence categories held in repository 57 may not actually be 
sent to servers 59 or 61 of ad partners 62. Rather, they may 
be used as search criteria for a search engine implemented 
as part of SW 56. Such a search engine or polling softWare 
may be adapted to identify and retrieve ads from a plurality 
of ad servers represented by server 59 and 61 With the ads 
rated by percentage of match to the preference criteria. 

[0069] According to another embodiment of present 
invention SW 60 may be enhanced With a search engine 
adapted to search ads hosted by a host server 59 or 61. In this 
case, a categorized preference list is sent to an appropriate 
ads server (59, 61) according to contractual arrangement 
Where in an internal search comprising ad identi?cation and 
delivery is performed based on the received preference 
criteria. 

[0070] A softWare application (not shoWn) provided to 
execute on server 51 operates in conjunction With mass 
storage repository 53 to obtain multi-faceted user pro?les 
held in repository 53 (US. Ser. No. 09/654,320). As 
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described in an embodiment of related application U.S. Ser. 
No. 09/654,320 such an application has the ability to record 
activity information related to any data request involving 
any of the servers navigating ad partners, data sources, and 
message tra?ic. In addition, the capability includes the 
ability to aggregate and categorize types of data requested 
and/or collected, types of inquiries initiated and data pro 
vided, and the variable categories and cost envelopes of 
purchases and/or deliveries. Moreover, identi?cation and 
recording of the different types of interface devices 
employed by users 63 and 65 is also included in multi 
faceted pro?ling. 

[0071] It Will be apparent to one With still in the art that 
SW applications 56 and 60 may be provided of varying 
capabilities Without departing from the spirit and scope of 
the present invention. For example, Whether SW 56 includes 
polling capabilities, or Whether preference lists are simply 
delivered to ad sources Whereupon an internal ad search and 
delivery is conducted is left to practical design and imple 
mentation. The capability of delivering dynamic ads accord 
ing to evolving user preferences Wherein such ads are 
decided on during user-login and doWnload of a WEB page 
represents a contribution to the art that is, at the time of this 
Writing, not available. 

[0072] FIG. 4 is a process-?oW diagram illustrating vari 
ous steps for dynamic ad serving based on received pro?le 
information according to an embodiment of the present 
invention. At step 67, multi-faceted pro?ling is collected and 
recorded at the location of the service provider (50). Step 67 
is an ongoing process including collection and recording of 
user data, on-line behavior characteristics, Internet activity, 
and preferences. The initial data is obtained from user 
supplied information and stored by the service provider in 
mass storage repository 53 connected to portal server 51 of 
FIG. 3. 

[0073] Initial pro?le data is augmented each time a user 
initiates on-line activity by supplementing the basic pro?le 
data With information related to user generated queries, 
investigations, purchases, on-line recreational activities and 
so on. It is noted herein that in addition to pro?le data 
obtained by virtue of automated process, pro?le data 
obtained from manual process may also be included as 
referenced in US. patent application Ser. No. 09/654,320. 

[0074] At step 69, a speci?c user pro?le is accessed and 
inclined for summary data, Which is organized into a cat 
egorized and, in some cases, prioritized preference list. Step 
69 results from a user request and process of logging into a 
personalized Web interface served by portal server 51 of 
FIG. 3, or from a described cobrand server functioning as the 
interface. Data (pro?le) access, mining and organization is 
accomplished by softWare (SW 56) through the use of a 
knoWledge-base technique or other rules-base scheme. For 
example, a knoWledge database may contain a plurality of 
listed categories and descriptive keyWords associated With 
those categories. Category titles may be adopted into a 
preference list by priority of number of matching hits to 
descriptive Words contained in a multifaceted pro?le. 

[0075] The results obtained in step 69 Will be slightly 
different each time the process occurs by virtue of continual 
updating and purging of a user’s multifaceted pro?le. Incor 
poration of neW user preferences, traits, habitual or sponta 
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neous site visits, ad or sponsor clicking and so on this 
ultimately re?ected in a categorized preference list gener 
ated in step 69. 

[0076] At step 73, a categorized preference list is tempo 
rarily stored in a repository (repository 57, FIG. 3) con 
nected to a target ad server (server 55, FIG. 3). It is noted 
herein, that step 73 re?ects one embodiment Wherein pref 
erence lists are not sent out to ad servers but are held at the 

service provider. Also at step 73, ads received from various 
ad partners in step 81 are collected and classi?ed into 
appropriate preference categories and stored in an ad data 
base, Which may be searched using a preference list as a 
search criteria and a search function provided as part of SW 
56. In this case, ad identi?cation and prioritized association 
With a received preference list is performed by one machine 
Within the domain of the service provider. 

[0077] According to another embodiment, step 73 com 
prises intermediate receipt and propagation of preference 
lists to ad servers (59 and 61 of FIG. 3) hosted by ad partners 
(62 of FIG. 3) Wherein ad identi?cation, association and 
delivery according to data contained in a preference list is 
performed by distributed softWare (60 of FIG. 3). The 
preference category and user pro?le information 71 are 
continually updated and provided to the target ad server 
Where the user pro?les are catalogued and matched With the 
products and services of the ad partners, FIG. 3 element 59. 

[0078] Referring noW back to the process described in this 
example, ads generated by ad partners in step 81 are made 
available to target ad server (51) by various agreements 
forged betWeen the parties involved. The provided ads can 
be associated under generic categories or can be, in some 
cases, personalized to various users or groups of users based 
on demographic data obtained previously obtained during 
repeated execution of dynamic ad serving. Available ads are 
limited only by the agreements betWeen the ad partners and 
the service providers and in all cases are established With the 
needs and preferences of the users in mind. The products and 
services of the ad partners are made available as pop-up 
banner ads, static banner ads, pop-up text ads, static text ads, 
or other inventive techniques developed by the parties 
involved. 

[0079] Step 73 provides, in this example, both the receipt 
of dynamic user-preference lists and the classi?cation and 
collation of ads into preference categories (ongoing) and 
matching of appropriate ads to preference lists in process. 
Matching of stored ads to received preference lists is accom 
plished using a database search function. In one embodi 
ment, the search function employs a priority-coding scheme 
to expedite matching of ads to user-preference lists. 

[0080] At step 75, the target ad server serves selected ads 
to the appropriate user interface identi?ed in the particular 
user-preference list. In this example, the target ad server 
(server 51 of FIG. 3) functions as an ad broker. HoWever, in 
other embodiments, ads may be served directly to user 
interfaces from remote ad servers. In a case such as this, user 
preference lists Would be propagated directly to such ad 
servers and server 51 of FIG. 3 Would be responsible only 
for target information generation (generating preference 
lists). It is noted herein, that step 69, 73, and 75 occur during 
the small amount time required for a user to login and access 
a personalized Web page. 

[0081] At step 77, graphical ads are delivered to user 
interfaces associated With Wired PCs, laptops, and other 
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appliances having suitable capabilities for graphical display. 
At step 79, textual ads are delivered to Wireless users 
accessing their personalized pages via cellular phones, hand 
held computers, tWo-Way pagers, and other Internet-capable 
Wireless appliances. It is noted herein that in some cases of 
display, graphical ads may be reduced someWhat for Wire 
less interfaces but still retain some graphical integrity. 
Similarly, interfacing devices suited for more elaborate 
graphical displays may still, in some cases, receive only text 
ads. 

[0082] It Will be apparent to one With skill in the art, that 
the process steps illustrated in this example are exemplary 
only and may be presented in a number of different orders 
and descriptions representing various embodiments Without 
departing from the spirit and scope of the present invention. 
For example, in an embodiment Where ad matching to 
preference criteria is performed outside of the domain of the 
service provider such as Within the domain of ad partners, a 
step Would be included for delivering categorized preference 
lists to various target ad servers hosted by associated ad 
partners. The inventor intends that the exemplary steps 
illustrated herein represent just one of many possible pro 
cesses that may de?ne dynamic ad serving based on evolv 
ing user preferences. 

[0083] In one embodiment of the present invention, the 
process of polling data sources for data that may be matched 
to generated preference lists may incorporate embodiments 
Wherein banner and text ads are just a feW of the types of 
advertisements that may be routed into an interface. For 
example, in addition to ads normally served by ad servers, 
the method and apparatus of the present invention may be 
expanded to include email advertisements and other types of 
instant messaging advertisements. 

[0084] In still another embodiment of the present inven 
tion the existence of a concise and packaged preference list 
can be utilized in addition to search phrases or keyWords 
entered into a conventional search engine in order to provide 
a list of URLs that most closely and match actual user 
preferences that may in some Way relate to the executed data 
search. In this case distributed softWare Would be required at 
the database locations hosted by the entities providing the 
data search services. In all aspects of the present invention, 
the processes of generating a preference list, identifying and 
associating ads to the preference list, and delivering the 
selected ads to the user on all accomplished during the time 
WindoW a user utilizes in the process of accessing and 
doWnloading a personalized Web page. Ads presented Within 
a personalized Web page Will evolve With regards to content 
at the rate that the associated user pro?le evolves With 
regards to content. 

[0085] The method and apparatus of the present invention 
may be practiced on any DPN that supports the appropriate 
Internet protocols. Furthermore, there’s no limit to the 
number of cobrand partners, or end-users that may partici 
pate in the practice the present invention. Therefore, the 
method of the present invention should be afforded the 
broadest possible scope under examination. The spirit and 
scope of the present invention is limited only by the claims 
that folloW. 

What is claimed is: 
1. An advertisement selection and delivery system for 

selecting advertisements based on pro?le information and 
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rendering the advertisements as accessible to a user operat 
ing a network-capable appliance connected to a data-packet 
network comprising: 

a ?rst server node connected to the network, the ?rst 
server node functioning as a user access point on the 

network; 

a mass storage repository accessible to the ?rst server 
node, the repository for storing and serving user pro?le 
data; 

a second server node connected to the network, the second 
server node for generating user preference data; 

at least one advertisement server connected to the net 

work, the advertisement server for serving advertise 
ment data; 

a software application for generating user preference lists 
and performing advertisement selection; and 

at least one network-capable appliance connected to the 
network, the network-capable appliance for receiving 
the advertisement data, wherein a user operating the 
network-capable appliance accesses the ?rst server 
node and receives the advertisement data, the adver 
tisement data selected for service by matching the user 
preference data to stored advertisements and rendered 
accessible to the user during the time of user access to 
the system from the network-capable appliance. 

2. The advertisement selection and delivery system of 
claim 1, wherein the data-packet-network is the Internet 
network. 

3. The advertisement selection and delivery system of 
claim 2, wherein the ?rst server node and the second server 
node are in addition to being connected to the lntemet, 
connected to each other by a separate dedicated network. 

4. The advertisement selection and delivery system of 
claim 3, wherein the software application is distributed in 
part on the second server node and in part on the at least one 
advertisement server. 

5. The advertisement selection and delivery system of 
claim 4, wherein the part of the software application execut 
ing on a second server node directs generation of user 
preference lists and the part of the software application 
executing on the at least one advertisement server performs 
the advertisement selection according to a user preference 
lists obtained from the second server. 

6. The advertisement selection and delivery system of 
claim 3, wherein the software application resides in whole 
and executes on the second server node and advertisement 
selection is performed by the second server node using 
advertisements delivered thereto from the at least one adver 
tisement server. 

7. The advertisement selection and delivery system of 
claim 6, wherein the second server node also serves the 
selected advertisements. 

8. The advertisement selection and delivery system of 
claim 2, wherein the ?rst server node is a cobranded server 
node servicing clients of a cobrand partner to the entity 
hosting the system. 

9. The advertisement selection and delivery system of 
claim 2, wherein the advertisements include e-mail mes 
sages. 
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10. The advertisement selection and delivery system of 
claim 9, wherein the advertisements include instant mes 
sages. 

11. The advertisement selection and delivery system of 
claim 10, wherein the advertisements include banner adver 
tisements. 

12. The advertisement selection and delivery system of 
claim 2, wherein the network-capable appliance accesses the 
system through a wireless networks. 

13. The advertisement selection and delivery system of 
claim 2, wherein the preference lists are generated using a 
knowledge base data system. 

14. The advertisement selection and delivery system of 
claim 13, wherein the preference lists are used as search 
criteria in conjunction with a search engine. 

15. A preference-data generation server for generating 
preference data using data mined from user pro?le data 
comprising: 

a data port for receiving user pro?le data; 

a data port for accessing a knowledge database; and 

a software application for mining, the user pro?le data and 
for generating preference summaries by equating the 
mined pro?le data to pre-established preference cat 
egories listed in the knowledge database. 

16. The preference-data generation server of claim 15, 
wherein the preference summaries are generated in the form 
of categorized and prioritized data lists. 

17. The preference-data generation server of claim 16 
further comprising: 

a data port for receiving pre-con?gured advertisement 
data; 

a data port for serving advertisement data; and 

a software application for matching the advertisement 
data to individual ones of generated data lists and for 
selecting the advertisement data most closely matching 
the generated data lists for service. 

18. The preference-data generation server of claim 17, 
wherein the matching advertisement data is served to a 
network-access point established on a data-packet-network. 

19. The preference-data generation server of claim 18, 
wherein the network-access point is a server node and the 
data-packet-network is the lntemet network. 

20. The preference-data generation server of claim 16 
further comprising: 

a data port for serving the prioritized data lists. 
21. The preference-data generation server of claim 20, 

wherein the prioritized data lists are served to at least one 
advertisement server operating on a data-packet-network. 

22. The preference-data generation server of claim 21, 
wherein the data-packet-network is the lntemet network. 

23. A method for dynamically serving advertisement data 
based on user pro?le information to a user interface main 
tained on a data-packet-network comprising the steps of: 

(a) compiling and storing the user pro?le information on 
an ongoing basis; 

(b) accessing the user pro?le information in order to mine 
the information; 

(c) mining the accessed user pro?le information for 
preference data; 
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(d) formulating the preference data into a concise sum 
mary-data list; 

(e) selecting pre-con?gured advertisements from a data 
base containing stored advertisements, the selection 
accomplished by matching the advertisements to data 
contained in the summary-data list; and 

(f) serving the selected advertisements to the user inter 
face. 

24. The method of claim 23, Wherein the data-packet 
netWork is the lntemet netWork. 

25. The method of claim 24 Wherein in step (a), compi 
lation of user pro?le information is accomplished by record 
ing user activity on the netWork. 

26. The method of claim 25 Wherein in step (a), compi 
lation of user pro?le information is augmented through 
manual data procurement methods. 

27. The method of claim 25 Wherein steps (b)-(f) are 
performed as a sequence launched as a result of the pro?le 
the user connecting to an accessing the user interface using 
a netWork-capable appliance. 

28. The method of claim 27 Wherein in step (c), data 
mining is accomplished through a parsing method. 
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29. The method of claim 28 Wherein in step (c), the 
preference data is categoriZed and prioritized according to 
pre-con?gured preference categories related to types of 
advertisements. 

30. The method of claim 29 Wherein in step (d), the 
summary-data list is of the form that can be propagated 
through the netWork. 

31. The method of claim 30 Wherein in step (d), the 
summary-data list is sent to an advertisement server Wherein 
the advertisement server performs steps (e) and (f). 

32. The method of claim 29 Wherein steps (c)-(f) are 
accomplished by a single server node connected to the 
netWork. 

33. The method of claim 27 Wherein in step (e), the 
advertisements are generated to ?t the summary-data list and 
are of the form of instant messages advertisements. 

34. The method of claim 27 Wherein in step (e), the 
advertisements are generated to ?t the summary-data list and 
are in the form of e-mailed advertisements. 


